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• ieutromcs calculations -y irtgnoim |.lj snow :iwu .ithout idai'ion^l snielding even

the first fusion test reactors such as the Fusion Engineering Device will produce

lifetime doses at magnet insulator locations that exceed the radiation tolerance of

gljss-fabric-filled igff) epoxies now used. To explore the possible use of an alter-

native insulator, the mechanical strength of pure and recently available gff polyr

inides was studied as a function of gamma-ray irradiation at 4.9 K to 100 MGy (10

rads). After a oostirradiation anneal at 307 K the flexure and ccn-.nre-ssive strengths

of the gff materials measured at 77 K were reduced by up to 4C, for 100 VGy -while the

pure material charged little. Testing done at 300 K gave similar results, but all

stress values were about iO\, less. Compared to earlier epoxy studies [2] we find

that, overaii. "•"•e qff polyimides are 5 to 10 tires more radiation resistant than com-

parably prepared gff epoxies.
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Tests in this progran uere r.ade after irradia-
tion at 4.9 K and war-iup to room temperature.
This is a meaningful Droc?dure, since it is
expected that over their lifetime fusion-reactcr
magnets occasionally will be warmed to 300 .<.
Our knowledge of the strength of insulators
under cyclic conditions is just as essential as
that under static coid conditions. Since the
cost of testing at iiquid-rip tenperature a;ter
irradiation without waraup is many times greate-"
than with warmup, tests of the first type were
excluded in an effort to ^ar.iinize the informa-
tion we could ODtain v.ith available funds.
Tests without warmup ifter irradiation on candi-
jate materials selecte' from present studies are
essential in future work. Takamura and Kato
recently studied the pure polyimide, Vespei, ar.d
various preparations of one epoxy, Epon 828,
jfter reactor irradiation at 5 K to 11 ''By (1.1
x !u 3 rads).[3] They made postirradiation tests
at 4.2 and 77 K witnout prior warmup. In the
case of Vespel they observed virtually no Changs
in compressive strength at 77 K in agreement
with the results presented in this repcrt,wnich
were obtained with prior warnup. A further cor-
larison with our earlier epoxy =;t"J> [2] is
difficult to make oecause of the dissimilarity
in material preparation. In general, however,
there is qualitative agreement between the "wo
studies for filled Epor, 328.

:. MATERIALS

j f f materials were especially prepared by cocn-
erating manufacturers, wnile the unf i l led poly-
imide, Vespel, is available coiraercially. The
r'o! lowing l i s t gives f e material designation
as used in this reoorr and a brief description

*Research sponsored by the Division of Research, U. S. Department of Energy,
under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.



of eacn. For a description of the gff epoxies
to wnicr. the present results are compared, see
Ref. iij.

i. Vespel — (SP-1) unfilled poiyimide;
I. I. ZuPont is Devours and Company.

™;2. Siauidite — SPAULDITE3 SPAULRAD

SDaul:iog Fibre Company; a high-pressure lami-

nate ccn.posed of aromatic pOiyinride resin rein-

forcsd with continuous filament E glass-woven

?ior-.c 70-71" by weight.

I. Kerimid — Kerimid' 601 laminate; iior-
plex division, VOP, Inc.; a balanced resin of
bisr.'alainide and aromatic diamnes reinforced
with E glass-woven fabric 40-60% by weight.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

3.1 ",.;es of Tests and Sampls Specifications

Spec-.~2ns f*r testing flexure and compressive

strengths were divided into two identical groups,

one for irradiation and :he other for unirra-

aiates controls. Flexure tests were made at 300

ir.<3 '7 <, vihiTe compression tests were ir.ade only

it 77 <. Compression tests of Spauldite were

only in the direction parallel to the glass

-1be'- ianinations, while tests of Kerimid were

parallel and perpendicular to the laminations.

Threa tests were made for eac.i condition of

-2teriil, teruerature and orientation, -aking a

total zf 30 control and 30 irradiated specimens.

Flsxjrs tests at 77 K on Spauldite and .<erimid

i.ere ~aae in ?-point bending, while all others

..sre ~f.de in 4-point bending .vith 25 wa oet»ve?i

sjppcr-s for both cases. Fracture stress and

:inear flexure modulus were calculated using

f o r m a t i o n s in the ANSI/AST.1! 3 790-71(73) code.

3'irer.s'ions of the specimens :'n cm were i.o x 3.2

x 50 for the flexure sticks and 6.4 d x 12.7 I

•or -.r.e compression rods.

3.2 Irradiation Conditions

As in crevious experiments [2] the specirens

-.are contained in a basket made of Al screen

•..nicr. «as surrounded by a 0.!3-mm-thick Cd

shield. This capsule was then inserted into the

sample cnanber of the OB.'iL Low Temperature

Irraciafion Facility (LTIF) located at the Sul'-;

Shielcing Reactor. The Ci sr.ield converted 92:

:f the impinging ther-al-neutron flux present in

tr,° L'.'F into gamma rays via an (n,-,) reaction.

The ".-sination of Cd shield and ambient ga-_;

rays gave an intensity ;f C.53 MGy (5.3 x 10'
r=ds; jsr r.cur with e"9r;;es -jstly in the range

'3.5 -i 5 Ms1/.
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for the gff polyimides. This is not to say that

fast neutrons are unimportant. In many fusior.

reactor magnet locations, fast-neutron fluences

will greatly exceed those we have studied. The

response of the strength of polyinides to fast-

neutron fluence remains as an important raatter

ror new study.

As in earlier irradiations, the najor sources of

damage were gamma rays and energetic fission

fragments. The latter are produced only in tbe

gff materials as a result of the fission of B

atoms [present as 37O3 in the jiass) i>y csocure

of thermal neutrons~that penetrate the Cd

shield. In our earlier report[2] we incorrectly

stated the glass content in the gff e. oxies as

33.7 wt %. We now know by reconfircation from

the manufacturers that the glass content was

66.3 vt ", and hence the energy deposition rate

from '"B fission was 1,25 times that due to

gaitma rays, and not 0.64 as was stated. In the

present experiment the glass content of the

Spauldite was 70 wt %, which is very close to

that in the previously studied epoxies. In the

case of Kerimid a value Between 40-60. is given

by the manufacturer, and, of course, '/e-ipel has

no glass. All doses in chis report are given

only in terms of energy deposition by gaima rays,

vjhich is common to all the rraterials. It ;s

important to note that while we calculate the

additional dose received by eacn material frcii

'OB fission (for details see Ref. [2]), there

ire insufficien. data to determine if energy

deposition is a valid c r i t e m n for predicting

property changes which are produced by radia-

tions having different damag"-Droduction vecfran-

isms such as gamma rays and '°3 fission frag-

ments. The calculations -jave the following

resjlts:

Material

Vespel
Spauldite
Kerimid

C'ose Ratio
^B fission/narna

0
1.33
0.S5

Values for the "richest dose :": t.'j sc-^'es were:

Ganma-ray dose 100 MGv (10 ^ rads)
Thermal-neutron fluence 3.1x70^ n/mj;

Fast-neutron fluence 3.7x10^ n/ir/ -0.1 >'ev

Irradiation time !S9 hrs

Values for s~allor doses are reduced proportion-

ately.

4. RESULTS OF mOIAV.lCAL STRENGTH TESTS

The results of all mechanical strength tests of
the polyimides studied in this e^.Derinent are
S"Own in Fig. 1. For comparison the results for
similarly prepared epoxy materials irradiated
under the same conditions are shjwn in ."iq. 2.

4.1 Flexure Fracture Stress

•ipveral distinguishing features 3re noted for



the flexure-strength results: reaching 3» at 1C0 MGy (10 1 0 rads).

1. In the unirradiated condition the gff
Kerimid and Spauldite are, respectively, 2.2 and
3.1 times stronger at 77 x than the unfilled
Vespel, and the best, Spauldite, has 90S of the
strength of the gff epoxies.

2. At 100 MGy (10 1 0 rads) Vespel loses only
OS, Kerimid 30%, and Spauldite 33% of initial
strength at 77 K, but the latter remains about
25 - 40% stronger than Xerimid throughout the
entire dose range, possibly because of the
greater glass content in Spauldite.

3. At a dose of 24 MGy (2.4 x 1O9 rads) the
better gff polyimide (Spauldite) is about five
times stronger than the best gff epoxy (G-ll CR)
for tests at 77 K. At this dose the epoxy prob-
ably has insufficient strengt.i for practical use
while, in contrast, the polyiraide remains usable
to a dose 4 times as largs.

4. The well-known temperature dependence of
the strength of polyinides (increasing strength
with decreasing temperature) was observed in
both unirradiated and irradiated specimens.

4.2 Linear Flexure Modulus (LFM)

With increasing dose the LFM at 77 and 300 K
slightly increased for Vespel and decreased for
the others. The initial and 100-"Gy (10'° rads)
values (G Pa) were:

77 K 300 X

'.'espel
Spauldite
Kerimid

7.5
29
27

9.6
28
24

4.3
28
26

S.I
24
22

4.3 Cjmpressive Strength

In the case of compression tests, all of which
were made at 77 K, Kerimid material was avail-
able to prepare specimens that could be loaded
perpendicular (Kericiid J.) as well as parallel
(Kerimid I I) to the glass-fabric laminations,
while Spauldite was tested only with loading
parallel to the laminations. The results shown
in Fig. 1 have some notable features:

1. In the unirradiated condition the
Spauldite and Kerimid II show a much smaller
difference in strength cc.-psred to the differ-
ence seen for flexure strength at 77 K, and the
Kerimid i is about 4C* s:r;-iger than Kerimid II.

2. Spauldite shews a ~-= = rly linear decrease
in str=rc:T: «itn ijss c:~:-3red to *he slightly
concave-io r=scor,se z~ -.s'i-iid II. Although the
respcises follow oi"sr = ": ;at.ns the two mate-
rials reacr nearly ti* ;i~i strength at 100 MGy
(10 '̂  racs; — d e n abej: ^5-: from initial

=ci;*sd values.

""•a jr.fir.sa poiy'-id, Vespel, shows a
'i^rezr increase '' strength with dose

4. In the case of Kerimid 1 no loss in
strength was observed for 100 MGy (1010 rads).
Within the scatter of the data a constant-
strength line might represent the behavior
nearly as well as the indicated concave-up curve
which connects average values. Since present
reactor designs show come material stressed per-
pendicular to the laminations,.further study to
doses greater than 100 MGy (10 rads) to deter-
mine the radiation tolerance for this orienta-
tion could give useful results.

5. RADIOACTIVITY

The thermal-neutron-produced radioactivity of
the materials measured as in [2] was found to
decrease by a factor of 2.5 between one and four
weeks after the irradiation to 100 MGy (1O'°
rads). Hy comparing the results for the
unfilled Vespel with Spauldite and Kerimid, it
was clear that almost all of the radioactivity
originates in the glass. Further, the gff poly-
imides gave almost the same results as G-10C?.,
which has nearly the same glass content.

6. GAS EVOLUTION

At the end of each of two successive intervals
after irradiation tne gas mixture evolved ay all
samples was completely removed and analyzed as
in [2]. It can be noted in Table I that the
composition changes markedly with tine .ifter
irradiation. The first sample shows a much
larger proportion of H? indicating its nore
rapid diffusion out of'the material compared to
the heavier species.

Table I

Gases Evolved at 307 K After irradiation at
4.9 K to 100 ftGy (1010 rads)
(10~4 grams gas/gram resin)

CH,
H20

!>2 and CO

°2
co2
C2H4

Total

Interval After

0-1

14.3

0.3

0.6

16.0

0.02

0.9

0.2

32.3

Irradiation (Days)

1-5

0.2

0.5

7.4

23.4

0.1
3.2
0.4

35.2

3.
slight

If polyinides find use in vacuum and/or coolant
systems of a fusion reactor magnet, then con-
sideration should be given for methods to purge
the systems of contaminants shown in Table I
;hich would evolve during periodic wam-ups of
the magnet systen.
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Figure 1: Res-'ts of fracture strength tests on pure and glass-fabric-filled (off)
palyimides arts' irradiation at 4.9 K followed by warmup to 307 K. Eacn data soint
shows the average /aiue of three tests, and srror bars indicate avg. dev. Points
witnout error ;ars indicate data scatter was too small to show. See text for accom-
panying 10s f1-:s-~n dose.
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Figure 2 : The effect of irradiation on gff
epoxies obtained as in Fig. 1. The dashed
lines serve only as a guide for connecting
related data points and are not intended to
give intermediate strength values.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. The gff polyinide data in Fig. 1 indi-
cate the loss in strength with dose reaches an
average of i, 35» at 100 MGy (1010 rads). In
comparison Fig. 2 shows no data for the gff
epoxies in the corresponding responsive range
of Toss of strength. To trrefce an approximate
comparison between the two materials we assumed
no loss in epoxy strength up to 2 HGy {see
results for (i-lQ [4]) anti a linear decrease
thereafter to the values indicated at 24 MGy.
We then compared radiation doses for 303 and 40%
losses in both flexure and conpressive strength
at 77 K. Overall the span of comparative
results shows that polyi^ices are 5 to 10 times
more radiation resistant tr;n comparably pre-
pared epoxies. Since 3 " eooties are presently
less expensive than gff polyinides, it may be
prudent to use epoxies st jowsr dose rate loca-
tions. For effective use acaitional epoxy data
between 2 and 20 MGy are neeced.

2. The good "-adia-ion stability and the
general I;- >-25i'ient ber.av-lor of Vespel suggest
that it r.igijt -,erve as = radiation-resistant
gasket retsrial.

3. As interlayer bonds are weakened by
irradiation the primary failure mode of lamina-
tions changes from tearing of glass-cloth lam-
inae to "delanrination," a separation and sliding
of adjacent layers. This effect was seen for
the flexure and parallel orientation compression
tests where there wore hich intorlayer stear
stresses. Since the strength of pure polyimide
was unchanged for doses studied here, we con-
clude that the loss in laminate strength is due
to deterioration of the glass-to-polyirnide
adhesion. In the case of Kerimid 1 where
interlayer shear stresses are small, the fail-
ure point probably depends upon how the testing
rig allows skewiny of the stress direction to
develop.

5. In this experiment B fission fragment
damage accompanied that produced by gamma rays.
In terns of energy deposition these two types
of radiation were determined to be about equal
in the aff materials. In his neutronics calcu-
lations for the FED, Engholm ['.] finds a
corresponding situation at magnet locations
•where energy deposition by fast neutrons is
about equal to that by gamma rays. At this
time, however, there are not enough data to
determine if energy deposition is a valid cri-
terion for predicting property changes produced
by radiations whose dainage-producing mechanisms
differ oreatly. For these two situations, how-
ever, 10B fission fragment and fast-neutron
damage are far more comparable with each other
than either is with gamma-ray damage. From
this viewpoint we estimate by comparing the
present results with Engholm's calculations
that the use of gff polyimide materials as mag-
net insulators in the FED would make present
designs for shields and magnet coils feasible.
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